
New XTEND S-19C Mold Sealer Offers Increased Chemical
Resistance, From Axel USA

Woodside, NY – A new addition to the XTEND line of semi-permanent mold
releases – XTEND S-19C, a mold sealer – offers easy streak free application and is the
successor to S-19B. This new sealer offers increased chemical resistance for all types of
molding operation.

Nancy Teufel, AXEL’s Director of Technical Support explains that “Mold sealers
generally have higher solids than mold releases and this makes it more difficult to apply and
achieve a high gloss; adverse weather conditions (high temperature and/or humidity) makes
application even more difficult, and streaks and hazing can frequently occur.”

According to Teufel, “S-19C puts and end to streaks with increased chemical
resistance for better mold protection for a wide array of molding operations. And, customers
love how easy it is to apply.”

XTEND S-19C is a low viscosity liquid designed for wipe on at ambient temperature.
Once applied, the sealer is simply left to dry and cure – no wipe off or polishing is required
to achieve a glossy class “A” finish.

AXEL’s new mold sealer also aims to provide better styrene resistance and to
improve release of low VOC gel coats. XTEND S-19C is available in single gallon packages,
15 gallon mini-drums, and 55 gallon drums.

AXEL is a 64-year-old ISO 9001 registered manufacturer of proprietary mold
releases, sealers, and cleaners and process aid additives. The company’s products are
available from stocking distributors worldwide. AXEL’s products comply with the regulatory
requirements of TOSCA, DSL, EINECS, Japan, Australia, and Korea.

For additional technical information, or for samples of this or any other AXEL
product, please contact: Nancy Teufel, Technical Support Manager, AXEL, Box 77 0855,
Woodside, NY 11377; phone 718-762-3300; fax 718-565-7447; e-mail info@axelplast.com.
The company’s web site can be accessed at www.axelplastics.com.
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XTEND S-19C Mold Sealer Offers {cont’d}

Caption:
XTEND S-19C requires no wipe off or polishing to achieve a glossy class “A” finish. This
low viscosity liquid is designed for wipe on at ambient temperature. Once applied, the sealer
is simply left to dry and cure.

AXEL’s new mold sealer also provides better styrene resistance and improves release of low
VOC gel coats. Versatile XTEND S-19C mold sealer is used to prepare molds for abroad
range of composite molding processes. Available in single gallon packages, 15-gallon mini-
drums, and 55-gallon drums.
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